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Preface

B

uggered’ is how most New Zealanders describe their bird fauna,
and it is. I’ve rarely been anywhere where birds are so thin in the
air or on the ground. A mere handful of species – several of them
flightless and nocturnal – have survived the ravages of introduced
European predators, and now exist in tiny numbers, mainly on
offshore islands.
The sun is already setting as we arrive at the lonely quayside. The
faint purr of an outboard motor soon materialises into a small boat
approaching from the island. Within minutes we are heading out to
sea and into a blazing sunset. The mainland-island transition is
magical: twenty minutes and we step out of the boat on to a wide,
sweeping beach overhung with majestic pohutukawa trees.
Anxious to see our first kiwi we are out again as soon as we have
eaten. The moonless night sky is splattered with stars – the southern
Milky Way, so much more intense than that in the northern hemisphere. Our path takes us back down towards the shore and we are
suddenly aware of the sea: phosphorescence! The tiny waves lapping
the beach are glowing. ‘You should swim,’ Isabel says, and with no
further encouragement we are all skinny-dipping, and ignited by
bioluminescence we jump around like human fireworks. The effect
is spellbinding: a visual extravaganza as elusive and astonishing as
the aurora.
Ten minutes later we are dry and continue our kiwi quest into
the adjacent woodland. With her infra-red camera, Isabel scans
ahead, and there, hunched among the vegetation, is a dark, domed

‘
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shape: our first kiwi. To the naked eye the bird is invisible, but on
the camera screen it is a black blob, with an extraordinarily long,
white bill. Unaware of us, the bird shuffles forward, foraging like a
machine: touch, touch, touch. At the end of this long summer the
ground is too hard for probing and coming across a cluster of crickets on the soil surface, the kiwi snaps them up as they attempt to
hop, skip and jump away. Suddenly aware of us, the bird hurries off
into the bush and out of sight. As we walk back to the house the
darkness reverberates with the high-pitched squeals of male kiwis
– ‘k,wheee, k,wheee’.
Isabel Castro has been studying kiwis on this tiny island sanctuary for ten years. She is one of a handful of biologists trying to
understand the bird’s unique sensory world. Some thirty of the
island’s kiwis carry radio transmitters that Isabel and her students
use to follow the birds’ night-time wanderings and to pinpoint their
daytime roosts. We have joined the annual catch-up to replace the
transmitters whose batteries fade after a year.
In the brightness of the early morning sun we follow a transmitter’s bleep through a forest of manuka trees and ponga (tree ferns)
to a small swamp. Without speaking, Isabel indicates that she thinks
our bird is in a dense patch of reeds and mimes to ask me if I’d like
to catch it. Kneeling, I see a small opening in the reeds and with my
face close to the muddy water I peer inside. With my head torch I
can just make out a brown, hunched shape facing away from me. I
wonder whether the bird is aware of me as kiwis are renowned for
their deep day-time sleep. Judging the distance, I steady myself in
the soggy ground and shoot my arm forward to grab the bird by its
huge legs. I’m relieved: to have lost it in front of the research
students would have been embarrassing. I gently pull the bird from
its sleepy hollow, cradling its chest in my hands. It is heavy: at
around two kilos the brown kiwi is the largest of the five (currently)
recognised species.
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It is not until you have this bird lying in your lap that you realise
just how utterly bizarre it is. Lewis Carroll would have loved the
kiwi – it is a zoological contradiction: more mammal than bird,
with luxuriant hair-like plumage, an array of elongated whiskers
and a long, very sensitive nose. I can feel its heart beating as I fumble
my way through its plumage to find its minuscule wings. They are
odd; each like a flattened finger with a few feathers along one side
and a curious hooked nail at the tip (what does it use that for?).
Most remarkable of all are the kiwi’s tiny, all but useless eyes. Even
if there had been one on the beach the previous night, the visual
extravaganza of our bioluminescent cavorting would have been
wasted on the kiwi.
What is it like being a kiwi? How does it feel plodding through the
undergrowth in almost total darkness, with virtually no vision, but
with a sense of smell and of touch so much more sophisticated than
our own? Richard Owen, a nasty narcissist but a superb anatomist,
dissected one around 1830 and seeing the kiwi’s tiny eyes and huge
olfactory region in its brain suggested – with little knowledge of the
bird’s behaviour – that it relied more on smell than sight. Skilfully
linking form with function, Owen’s predictions were elegantly borne
out one hundred years later when behavioural tests revealed the laserlike accuracy with which kiwis pinpoint their prey below the ground.
Kiwis can smell earthworms through 15 cm of soil! With such a sensitive nose, what does a kiwi experience on encountering another kiwi’s
droppings – which to me at least are as pungent as those of a fox?
Does that aroma conjour up an image of its owner?
In his famous essay ‘What is it like to be a bat?’ published in
1974, the philosopher Thomas Nagel argued that we can never
know what it feels like to be another creature. Feelings and
consciousness are subjective experiences so they cannot be shared or
imagined by anyone else. Nagel chose the bat because as a mammal
it has many senses in common with ourselves, but at the same time
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possesses one sense – echolocation – that we do not have, making it
impossible for us to know what it feels like.1
In one sense Nagel is right: we can never know exactly what it’s
like to be a bat or indeed a bird, because, he says, even if we imagine
what it is like it is no more than that, imagining what it is like.
Subtle and pedantic perhaps, but that’s philosophers for you.
Biologists take a more pragmatic approach, and that’s what I’m
going to do. Using technologies that extend our own senses,
together with an array of imaginative behavioural tests, biologists
have been remarkably good at discovering what it is like to be something else. Extending and enhancing our senses has been the secret
of our success. It started in the 1600s when Robert Hooke first
demonstrated his microscope at the Royal Society in London. Even
the most mundane objects – such as a bird’s feather – were transformed into something wondrous when seen through the lens of a
microscope. In the 1940s biologists were amazed by the details
revealed by the first sonograms – sound pictures – of birdsong, and
even more amazed when in 2007 for the first time they were able to
see – using fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging) scanning technology – the activity in a bird’s brain in response to
hearing the song of its own species.2
We identify more closely with birds than with any other group of
animals (apart from primates and our pet dogs), because the vast
majority of bird species – although not the kiwi – rely primarily on the
same two senses as we do: vision and hearing. In addition, birds walk
on two legs, most species are diurnal and some, like owls and puffins,
have human-like faces, or at least, faces we can relate to. This similarity
however, has blinded us to other aspects of birds’ senses. Until recently
it was assumed – with the kiwi as a quirky exception – that birds have
no sense of smell, taste or touch. As we will see, nothing could be
further from the truth. The other thing that has retarded our understanding of what it is like to be a bird is the fact that to comprehend
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their senses we have no alternative but to compare them with our own,
yet it is this that so limits our ability to understand other species. We
cannot see ultraviolet (UV) light, we cannot echolocate, nor can we
sense the earth’s magnetic field, as birds can, so imagining what it is
like to possess those senses has been a challenge.
Because birds are so staggeringly diverse, the question ‘What is it like
to be a bird?’ is rather simplistic and it would be much better to ask:
• What is it like being a swift, ‘materialising at the tip of a long
scream’?3
• What is it like for an emperor penguin diving in the inky
blackness of the Antarctic seas at depths of up to 400 m?
• What is it like to be a flamingo sensing invisible rain falling
hundreds of kilometres away that will provide the ephemeral
wetlands essential for breeding?
• What is it like to be a male red-capped manakin in a Central
American rainforest, displaying like a demented clockwork
toy in front of an apparently uninterested female?
• What does it feel like copulating for a mere tenth of a second,
but over one hundred times a day, like a pair of dunnocks?
Does it wear them out or does it bring immense pleasure?
• What is it like being the lookout for a group of white-winged
choughs, watching in the short term for predatory eagles; in the
longer term for an opportunity to assume the breeder’s mantle?
• What is it like, to feel a sudden urge to eat incessantly, and
over a week or so become hugely obese, then fly relentlessly
– pulled by some invisible force – in one direction for thousands of miles, as many tiny songbirds do twice each year?
These are the types of question I’m going to answer, and I’ll do
so by using the most recent research findings, but also by exploring
how we arrived at our present understanding. We’ve known for
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centuries that we possess five senses: sight, touch, hearing, taste and
smell; but in reality there are several others including heat, cold,
gravity, pain and acceleration. What’s more, each of the five senses
is actually a mixture of different sub-senses. Vision, for example,
includes an appreciation of brightness, colour, texture and motion.
Our predecessors’ starting point for understanding the senses
was the sense organs themselves – the structures responsible for
collecting sensory information. The eyes and ears were obvious, but
others, such as that responsible for the magnetic sense of birds, are
still something of a mystery.
Early biologists recognised that the relative size of a particular
sense organ was a good guide to its sensitivity and importance.
Once the anatomists of the seventeenth century discovered the
connections between sense organs and the brain, and later realised
that sensory information was processed in different regions of the
brain, it became apparent that the size of different brain regions
might also reflect sensory ability. Scanning technology, together
with good old-fashioned anatomy, now allows us to create 3-D
images and measure with great accuracy the size of different regions
of both human and bird brains. This has revealed, as Richard Owen
predicted, that the visual regions (or centres, as they are known) in
the kiwi’s brain are almost non-existent, yet its olfactory centres are
even larger than he thought.4
Once electricity had been discovered in the eighteenth century,
physiologists like Luigi Galvani quickly realised that they could
measure the amount of ‘animal electricity’ or nervous activity in the
connections between sense organs and the brain. As the field of
electrophysiology developed it became clear that this provided yet
another key to understanding the sensory abilities of animals. Most
recently, neurobiologists have used different types of scanners to
measure activity in different regions of the brain itself to inform
them of sensory abilities.
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The sensory system controls behaviour: it encourages us to eat,
to fight, to have sex, to care for our offspring, and so on. Without it
we couldn’t function. Without any one of our senses life would be
so much poorer and much more difficult. We strive to feed our
senses: we love music, we love art, we take risks, we fall in love, we
savour the scent of freshly cut meadows, we relish tasty food and we
crave our lover’s touch. Our behaviour is controlled by our senses
and, as a result, it is behaviour that provides one of the easiest ways
of deducing the senses that animals use in their daily lives.
The study of senses – and bird senses in particular – has had a
chequered history. Despite the abundance of descriptive information accumulated over the past few centuries, the sensory biology of
birds has never been a hot topic. I avoided sensory biology as a
zoology undergraduate in the 1970s, partly because it was taught by
physiologists rather than behaviourists, and partly because the links
between the nervous system and behaviour were known only for
what I considered rather unexciting animals like sea slugs, rather
than for birds.
Part of my motivation for writing this book, then, is to make up
for lost time. I have also been encouraged by a change in attitude,
not so much among physiologists but among my animal behaviour
colleagues, who during recent decades have effectively rediscovered
the sensory systems of birds and other animals. While I was writing
this book I contacted several retired sensory biologists and was
surprised to discover that they all had a similar tale: when I was
doing this research no one was interested, or they didn’t believe what we
had found. One researcher told me how his entire career had been
devoted to the sensory biology of birds and, apart from once being
asked to write a chapter for an encyclopaedia of bird biology, had
received relatively little recognition. On retirement he had burned
all his papers, and then – to his simultaneous dismay and delight – I
started asking him about his research.
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Others told me how they had once planned to write a textbook on
the sensory biology of birds but failed to find a publisher sufficiently
interested. I cannot imagine what it must be like devoting your life to
an area of research that few others find interesting. However, different areas of biology flourish at different times and I am optimistic
that the sensory biology of birds is about to have its day.
So what’s changed? From my own perspective, the field of animal
behaviour has changed dramatically. I describe myself as a behavioural ecologist first and an ornithologist second: a behavioural
ecologist who studies birds. Behavioural ecology is a branch of
animal behaviour that emerged in the 1970s, with a tight focus on
the adaptive significance of behaviour. The behavioural ecologist’s
approach was to ask how a particular behaviour increases the
chances of an individual passing on its genes to the next generation.
For example, why does the buffalo weaver – an African, starlingsized bird – copulate for thirty minutes at a time when most other
birds copulate for just a couple of seconds? Why does the male
cock-of-the-rock display in groups of other males and play no part
in rearing his offspring?
Behavioural ecology has been extraordinarily successful in
making sense of behaviours that to previous generations had been a
mystery. But behavioural ecology has also been a trap, for like all
disciplines its boundaries have restricted researchers’ horizons. As
the subject matured during the 1990s many behavioural ecologists
began to realise that, on its own, identifying the adaptive significance of behaviour wasn’t enough. Back in the 1940s, when the
study of animal behaviour was in its infancy, one of its founders,
Niko Tinbergen (later a Nobel Laureate), pointed out that behaviour could be studied in four different ways: by considering its (i)
adaptive significance; (ii) causes; (iii) development – how the behaviour develops as the animal grows up; and (iv) evolutionary history.
By the 1990s behavioural ecologists, whose entire focus during the
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previous twenty years had been on the adaptive significance of
behaviour, began to realise that they needed to know more about
the other aspects of behaviour and, in particular, the causes of
behaviour.5
Let’s see why. The zebra finch is a popular study species for
behavioural ecologists, especially for studies of mate choice. Female
zebra finches have an orange beak and males a red beak, a sex difference that suggests that the male’s brighter beak colour evolved
because females prefer a redder beak. Some, but not all, behavioural
tests suggest that this is true and researchers assume that because we
can rank the beaks of male zebra finches from orangey-red to bloodred, female zebra finches can do the same. They have never tested
this assumption in terms of what zebra finches can actually see, yet
it is widely assumed that beak colour is an important component of
female choice.6
Another trait that female birds are thought to use in their selection of a mate is the symmetry of plumage markings, such as the
pale spots on the throat and chest of male European starlings.
Careful tests in which female starlings were ‘asked’ to discriminate
between different levels of plumage symmetry (using images rather
than live birds) revealed that, while they could identify males that
were highly asymmetric in their spotting, their ability to discriminate smaller differences was not very good. In fact, to a female
starling most males look much the same in this respect, demonstrating that they were unlikely to use plumage symmetry as a way of
choosing a male.7
Behavioural ecologists have also assumed that the degree of
sexual dimorphism in birds – that is, how different males and
females are in their appearance – might be linked to whether they
are monogamous or polygamous. To test this they scored species
according to the brightness of the male and female plumage – based
on human vision. We know now that this is naive, for the avian
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visual system is not like ours because birds can see ultraviolet (UV)
light. Scoring the same birds under UV light revealed that a large
number of species – including the blue tit and several parrots –
previously thought to lack sexual dimorphism, actually differed
quite a lot when viewed – as females would see them – with UV
vision.8

As these examples illustrate, of all avian senses, vision – and colour
vision in particular – is the area where the most spectacular recent
discoveries have been made, mainly because this is where researchers
have focused most effort.9 Researchers now realise that to understand
the behaviour of birds it is essential to understand the kind of worlds
they live in. We are just beginning to appreciate, for example, that
many birds other than kiwis have a sophisticated sense of smell; that
many have a magnetic sense that guides them on migration, and,
most intriguingly of all, that like us birds have an emotional life.
What we know about the senses of birds has been acquired gradually
over centuries. Knowledge accumulates by building on what others
have previously found, and, as Isaac Newton said, by standing on the
shoulders of giants. Because researchers feed on each other’s ideas and
discoveries, and since they both collaborate and compete with each
other, the more individuals there are working on a particular topic, the
more rapidly progress is made. Progress is accelerated, of course, by
intellectual giants: think Darwin for biology, Einstein for physics and
Newton for mathematics. But scientists are human, too, and susceptible to human foibles, and progress isn’t always rapid or straightforward.
It is all too easy to become fixated on one idea – as we’ll see. Research
is full of blind alleys and scientists constantly have to judge whether to
persist in what they believe to be correct, or to give up and try a different line of enquiry.
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Science is sometimes described as a search for the truth. This
sounds rather pretentious, but ‘the truth’ here has a straightforward
meaning: it is simply what, on the basis of the available scientific
evidence, we currently believe. When scientists retest someone else’s
idea and find that evidence to be consistent with the original notion,
then the idea remains. If, however, other researchers fail to replicate
the original results, or if they find a better explanation for the facts,
scientists can change their idea about what the truth is. Changing
your mind in the light of new ideas or better evidence constitutes
scientific progress. A better term, then, is ‘truth for now’ – on the
basis of the current evidence this is what we believe to be true.
The evolution of the eye is a good example of how our knowledge has progressed. Throughout much of the seventeenth,
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it was believed that God in his
infinite wisdom had created all life forms and had given them eyes
to see with: owls have especially large eyes because they need to see
in the dark. This way of thinking about the perfect fit between an
animal’s attributes and its lifestyle was called ‘natural theology’. But
there were some things that simply didn’t look like God’s wisdom:
why males produced so many sperm, for example, when only one
was needed for fertilisation. Would a wise God be so profligate?
Charles Darwin’s idea of natural selection, presented in the Origin
of Species in 1859, provided a much better explanation for all aspects
of the natural world than the wisdom of God, and as the evidence
accumulated scientists abandoned natural theology in favour of
natural selection.
Scientific studies usually begin with observations and descriptions of what something is. Once again, the eye provides a good
example. Starting in ancient Greece, the early anatomists removed
the eyes of sheep and chickens and cut them open to see how they
were constructed, and made detailed descriptions of what they saw
– and sometimes what they imagined they saw. Once the
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descriptive phase is complete, scientists start to ask other kinds of
questions, such as ‘How does it work?’ and ‘What is its function?’
Often, while one kind of biologist may be an expert in anatomy
and can provide a detailed description, it usually requires a different
range of skills to understand how something like the eye actually
works. As our knowledge increases and researchers become more
and more specialised in their knowledge, they usually have to
collaborate with others whose skills complement their own.
Understanding how the eye works today, for example, requires
expertise in several different fields, including anatomy, neurobiology, molecular biology, physics and mathematics. It is this
interdisciplinary approach – the interactions between researchers
with different kinds of expertise – that ultimately makes science
both exciting and successful.
Ideas have a particularly important place in science. Having an
idea about why something is the way it is is crucial since it provides
the framework for asking questions – and asking the right questions. For example, why do the eyes of owls face forward, whereas
those of ducks are directed sideways? One idea for the owl’s forwardfacing eyes is that, like us, owls rely on binocular vision for depth
perception. But there are other ideas, too, some of which, as we
shall see, are even better supported by the evidence.
Ideas are important in another way because, if an idea results in
a discovery, then this can make a scientist’s reputation. Science is
about being first, and about being the person(s) associated with a
particular discovery, exemplified by James Watson’s and Francis
Crick’s discovery of the structure of DNA in 1953.
Where, you might ask, do scientists get their ideas from? Partly
from the body of knowledge they already have, partly from discussing their work with other scientists, but sometimes from casual
observations or comments made by non-scientists. As we’ll see,
casual comments have played a vital role in alerting scientists to
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particular bird senses. One of the most intriguing, described later,
is the sixteenth-century Portuguese missionary in Africa who
recounted how, whenever he lit beeswax candles, little birds came
into the sacristy to eat the melted wax.
Once a scientist has had an idea and tested it in the most rigorous way she or he can devise, usually through some kind of
experiment, they might then present their results by giving a talk at
a scientific conference. This allows them to gauge how others view
their results. On the basis of this the scientist may or may not
modify their interpretation. The next stage is to write up the results
so that they can be published as a paper in a scientific journal. The
editor of the journal receives the scientist’s report and sends it off to
two or three other scientists (referees) who decide whether or not it
merits publication. Their comments in turn may provide the author
with new ideas and an opportunity to re-analyse some of their
results and modify the report. If, on the basis of the referees’
comments, the manuscript is deemed acceptable it is then published
either as a hard copy and/or an on-line version in the scientific
journal. Even then, the process isn’t over, for once the report is
published it becomes available to all other scientists, who can either
criticise it or take inspiration from it for their own studies.
In a nutshell, then, this is the tried and tested process of science
and it hasn’t changed much since the late 1600s, when the first scientific journal was published. Throughout this book we’ll meet the
individuals who, through an unequal combination of perspiration
and inspiration, are responsible for the scientific discoveries associated with bird senses. Typically, the accounts of their discoveries
published in scientific journals are written concisely and with a fair
amount of jargon – in both cases to save space. Jargon isn’t a problem
for those in the same field, but to those outside a particular research
area, and to the non-specialist, it can be a major obstacle to understanding. What I have done in this book is to take the scientific papers
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relating to the senses of birds, and convey their findings in everyday
language. I have avoided jargon wherever possible, but where it is
completely unavoidable I have tried to briefly explain the term, and
for those requiring a bit more explanation I have provided a glossary
at the back of the book. One of the benefits of writing what I hope is
an accessible account of the senses of birds is that it made me ask my
sensory colleagues some rather basic questions. In doing so I discovered that there were many aspects where I assumed the answers would
be known, only to find that there is a great deal still to be discovered.
This is inevitable since we cannot know everything, but, of course, it
can be a little frustrating when we find that the answers to what seem
like very simple question are not known. On the other hand, such
gaps in our knowledge are exciting because they identify new opportunities for researchers interested in the senses of birds.
Bird Sense is about how birds perceive the world. It is based on a
lifetime of ornithological research and a conviction that we have
consistently underestimated what goes on in a bird’s head. We
already know quite a lot, and we are poised to make more discoveries. This is the story of how we got to where we are, and what the
future holds.
My entire career has been spent studying birds. That doesn’t mean
I do nothing else: being an academic in a university means I also
spend a fair amount of time teaching undergraduates (which I enjoy),
and rather less time on administration (which I don’t). I started
watching birds at the age of five, encouraged by my father, and was
lucky to be able to turn my passion for birds into a career as a scientist. It is a career that’s taken me all over the world, from the Arctic to
the tropics, studying birds. As a result, and largely by working with
my research students and colleagues, I have acquired privileged
insight into the biology of a fair number of different bird species.
Two, however, have preoccupied me: the zebra finch and the common
guillemot. My experience of keeping zebra finches and other birds as
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a boy, combined with endless hours watching wild birds, honed my
observational skills and gave me what I like to think of as a kind of
biological intuition about the way birds operate. Hard to define, but
I’m sure the many hours I spent watching birds helped to make me
an effective researcher. Certainly, it set me up for the twenty-five
years, so far, that I have spent studying zebra finches.
My other main study species is the common guillemot. This was
the subject of my PhD and I spent four blissful summers on Skomer
Island, off the western tip of South Wales, studying this species’
breeding behaviour and ecology. That was almost forty years ago,
and I have been back to Skomer and its guillemots almost every
summer since then. That’s a lot of guillemot hours in total, and as
I was writing this I realised that I have probably devoted more time
to watching and thinking about guillemots than to any other
species. This is reflected in the book, for guillemots have given me
tremendous insight into what it’s like to be a bird.
Probably not all scientific ornithologists feel that way about their
study species, but I certainly do and I think – at the risk of seeming
anthropomorphic – it is because guillemots are so similar to humans.
They are extremely social, forming friendships with their neighbours and occasionally helping them with childcare; they are
monogamous (albeit with the occasional fling); male and female
pair members work together to rear offspring, and pairs sometimes
remain together for as long as twenty years.
The other benefit of studying birds for so long is that one gets to
know, either personally or by email, a large number of other ornithologists, and perhaps the most rewarding aspect of writing this book
has been the enthusiasm with which my colleagues have shared their
hard-won knowledge. Without exception, everyone I contacted to
ask questions or to seek clarification responded helpfully. I am grateful to them all (and I apologise if I’ve overlooked anyone): Elizabeth
Adkins-Regan, Kate Ashbrook, Clare Baker, Greg Ball, Jacques
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Balthazart, Herman Berkhoudt, Michel Cabanac, John Cockrem,
Jeremy Corfield, Adam Crisford, Susie Cunningham, Innes Cuthill,
Marian Dawkins, Bob Dooling, Jon Erichsen, John Ewen, Zdenek
Halata, Peter Hudson, Alex Kacelnik, Alex Krikelis, Stefan Leitner,
Jeff Lucas, Helen Macdonald, Mike Mendl, Reinhold Necker, Gaby
Nevitt, Jemima Parry-Jones (of the International Bird of Prey
Centre), Larry Parsons, Tom Pizzari, Andy Radford, Uli Reyer,
Claire Spottiswoode, Martin Stevens, Rod Suthers, Eric Vallet,
Bernice Wenzel and Martin Wild. I am especially grateful to Isabel
Castro who, having promised me a kiwi experience of a lifetime,
didn’t disappoint. Thanks to Geoff Hill for taking me kayaking in
the swamps of Florida in search of the ivory-billed woodpecker; we
didn’t see one but the experience was unforgettable. Special thanks to
Patricia Brekke for persuading me to visit Tiritiri Matangi Island in
New Zealand to see her stitchbirds; to Claire Spottiswoode for introducing me to the wonders of honeyguides and prinias in Zambia; to
Ron Moorehouse who arranged for me to visit Codfish Island, New
Zealand, to see kakapo up close – an extraordinary privilege for which
I am very grateful. I thank Nicky Clayton for patiently answering my
questions about cognition. Peter Gallivan and Jamie Thomson
provided some much-appreciated help with the references. Graham
Martin kindly read and commented on chapter 1, and Herman
Berkhoudt did the same for chapter 3. I am particularly grateful to
Bob Montgomerie for years of constructive criticism and friendship,
and for reading and commenting on the entire manuscript. Similarly,
I thank Jeremy Mynott for his perceptive comments on the manuscript. My agent Felicity Bryan provided her usual invaluable advice,
and Bill Swainson and his team at Bloomsbury were exemplary in
their support. As always, I thank my family for their indulgence.
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The wedge-tailed eagle has the largest eye relative to body size of any
bird. Thumbnails (from left to right): the retina of an eagle showing the
two fovea and the pecten (dark); a cross section through an eagle’s eye;
cross section through an eagle’s skull showing the relative size and
position of the eyes and the line of sight of the two fovea (arrows).
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The falcon’s sensory world is as different from ours as is that of a bat or
a bumble-bee. Their high-speed sensory and nervous systems give them
extremely fast reactions. Their world moves about ten times faster than
ours.
Helen Macdonald, 2006, Falcon, Reaktion Books

A

s a child I once had a conversation with my mum about what
our dog could or could not see. On the basis of something I
had heard or read, I told her that dogs could see only in black and
white. Mum was not impressed. ‘How could they possibly know
that?’ she said: ‘We cannot look through a dog’s eyes, so how
could anyone know?’
In fact there are several ways we can know what a dog, a bird or,
indeed, any other organism can see, for example either by looking
at the structure of the eye and comparing it with other species, or by
behavioural tests. In the past, falconers unwittingly performed just
such a test – not with falcons, but with shrikes.
This elegant little bird is used, not to attract the hawk as
might be supposed, but to give notice of its approach. Its
power of vision is perfectly marvellous, for it will detect and
announce the presence of a hawk in the air long before the
latter is discernible by human eye.1
The ‘elegant little bird’ is the great grey shrike and the trapping
method an elaborate one, involving a turf hut in which the falconer
is concealed, a live decoy falcon, a wooden decoy falcon, a live
pigeon and – crucially – a great grey shrike (known also as a butcher
bird) tethered outside its own miniature turf hut.
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James E. Harting, falconer and ornithologist, saw this method in
action during October 1877 near Valkenswaard, in the Netherlands,
a traditional location for trapping migrating falcons. Here’s how he
described it:
We take our seats on the chairs in the hut, and fill our pipes . . .
Suddenly our attention is attracted by one of the shrikes. He
chatters and appears uneasy. He crouches and points . . .
He jumps off the roof of his hut, and prepares to take shelter
within it. The falconer says there is a hawk in the air.2
They watch and wait, but it turns out to be a buzzard and the
falconer isn’t interested. But later:
Look! The butcher-bird is pointing again. There is something
in the air. He chatters and quits his perch . . . We look in the
direction indicated, and strain our eyes, but see nothing. ‘You
will see him presently’, says the falconer; ‘the butcher-bird can
see much farther than we can.’ And so he can. Two or three
minutes afterwards on the far distant horizon of that great
plain [of Valkenswaard] a speck comes into view, no bigger
than a skylark. It is a falcon.3
As the raptor approaches, the nature of the shrike’s agitation informs
the falconer of the species. Even more remarkably, the shrike’s
behaviour also tells the falconer how the raptor is approaching:
swiftly or slowly; high in the sky or low over the ground. The shrike
– an invaluable asset – is kept safe from the raptor’s clutches by the
provision of that little turf hut.
Other trapping methods employed shrikes as decoys, relying on
the extraordinary visual acuity of the raptors to see them as potential prey. Expressions such as ‘eagle-eyed’ or ‘hawk-eyed’ attest to
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the fact that for a very long time we have known about the extraordinary vision of falcons and other birds of prey.4
One reason falcons see so well is because they have two visual hot
spots at the back of each eye – two foveas – rather than the one that
humans have. The fovea is simply a tiny pit or depression on the
retina at the back of the eye where blood vessels are absent (since
they would interfere with the clarity of the image) and the density
of photoreceptors – cells for detecting light – is greatest. As a result,
the fovea is the point in our retina where the image is sharpest. The
falcon’s two foveae contribute to its excellent vision.
Around half of all bird species examined so far have a single
fovea, like us, and the question is whether shrikes have one or two.
When I asked my academic colleagues who specialise in avian
vision, no one knew. But one told me where to look: ‘Check
Casey Wood’s Fundus Oculi,’ he said. Remarkably, I knew of this
obscurely titled book, published in 1917, although I had never
perused it. Wood’s Fundus Oculi is a study of the retinas of birds,
as viewed through an optician’s ophthalmoscope. Its title – which
guaranteed that it would never be a bestseller – refers simply to
the back of the eye.
Casey Albert Wood (1856–1942) was already one of my heroes.
Professor of ophthalmology at the University of Illinois between
1904 and 1925, and probably the most eminent eye specialist of his
age, Wood was also fascinated by birds, bird books and the history
of ornithology. Recognising, for example, the immense significance of Frederick II’s thirteenth-century manuscript on falconry
(and ornithology), Wood went to the Vatican Library, translated
it and published it, making this extremely rare manuscript much
more widely available. He also discovered, and purchased for his
personal library, a unique hand-coloured copy of Willughby and
Ray’s Ornithology (1678) that John Ray had presented to Samuel
Pepys when Pepys was president of Britain’s Royal Society in the
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1680s. Another major achievement was Casey Wood’s Introduction
to the Literature on Vertebrate Biology, a remarkable reference book
that I own and use regularly, that lists all known zoology books
(including those on birds) published before 1931.
Wood’s The Fundus Oculi of Birds (to give it its full title) grew
out of his belief that a better understanding of the exceptional
eyesight of birds would throw light on the biology and pathology of
human vision. It was a stroke of genius and, employing the same
equipment he used to examine the human retina, Wood described
and catalogued the eyes of a wide range of living bird species. Such
was his knowledge that it was said he could identify a bird simply
from an image of its retina!5
My first opportunity to look at Wood’s Fundus Oculi occurred
during a visit to the ornithological Blacker-Wood Library at McGill
University, Montreal, which I visited while searching for material
for my book The Wisdom of Birds (2009). Casey Wood had donated
his huge personal library to the university in honour of his wife. I
went with my colleague Bob Montgomerie, specifically to look at
the Pepys’ Ornithology, and while I was there Eleanor MacLean, the
librarian, asked if I’d also like to look at the Fundus Oculi. Stupidly,
I declined, befuddled by its title and distracted by too many other
more interesting old books.
Even if I had looked at it, there was no way I would have remembered whether Casey Wood had included shrikes in his survey, and
when I later needed it I discovered that the book was scarce in
British libraries. I eventually found one, and there, under ‘California
Shrike Lanius ludovicianus gambeli ’, now known as the loggerhead
shrike, Wood writes: ‘There are two macular regions in the fundus
of this bird.’ In other words, yes, there are two foveas (macular
regions) on the back of the eye (the fundus) of the loggerhead
shrike. Excellent! Just as I hoped, and as Wood says: ‘Birds with
double foveae have exceptionally good eyesight.’6
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The human eye has long fascinated lovers, artists and physicians.
The ancient Greeks dissected eyes, but struggled to understand how
they worked, unclear as to whether they received or emanated light.
The anatomical descriptions of the eye made by Galen – physician
to the Roman gladiators during the second century ad – remained
the standard until the Renaissance, when there was renewed interest
in the natural world, and in the wonder of vision, inspired by translations of Islamic manuscripts from the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries. The German polymath Johannes Kepler (1571–1630) was
among the first to create a theory of vision, later elaborated by Isaac
Newton, René Descartes and many others. In 1684 Antonie von
Leeuwenhoek, pioneer microscopist, got the first glimpse of what
we now know to be light-sensitive cells – the so-called rods and
cones – in the retina. Two hundred years later, using a much better
microscope and a very clever way of staining different types of celldifferent colours, Santiago Ramón y Cajal (1852–1934) provided a
wonderfully detailed – and exquisitely illustrated – description of
the way the cells of the retina connect to the brain, in a variety of
animals, including birds.
In the Origin of Species Darwin refers to vertebrate eyes as ‘organs
of extreme perfection and complication’. In a sense, the eye was a
test case for natural selection because the Christian philosopher
William Paley had used the eye in his Natural Theology (1802) as an
example of the Creator’s wisdom. Only God, Paley asserted, could
produce an organ so perfectly adapted for its purpose. Paley called
it a ‘cure for atheism’. As an undergraduate at Cambridge, Darwin
had enjoyed Paley’s book, when, believe it or not, he was training
for the Church. But as Darwin said later, Paley’s ideas about the
natural world (which were essentially about adaptation) all seemed
quite plausible – before his discovery of natural selection. The
recognition that natural selection provided a much more convincing explanation than God or natural theology for the perfection of
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the natural world was one of the fundamental shifts in our understanding of nature.
Paley was a creationist and an advocate of ‘intelligent design’,
and the crux of his argument was that half an eye was of no use, and
that therefore natural selection could not possibly create an eye. For
Paley and the creationists the eye had to be fully developed to be of
any use, and the only way that could happen was if God made it.
The flaw in this way of thinking has been exposed many times,
but most tellingly in an ingenious reconstruction of the evolution
of the eye by two Swedish scientists, Dan-Eric Nilsson and Susanne
Pelger, in 1994. Starting from a simple sheet of light-sensitive cells,
they showed that a 1 per cent improvement in vision each generation could generate a sophisticated eye similar to that of a human or
a bird in less than half a million years – a relatively short period in
the history of life on earth. This evolutionary model not only
showed that half an eye (or less) was better than no eye at all; it
also revealed that the evolution of vision was nowhere near as
complicated (or impossible) as Paley and his followers believed.7
As I read more about the eyesight of birds, one particular phrase
kept cropping up: a wing guided by an eye, meaning that a bird is no
more than a flying machine with excellent vision. After a while I
began to feel a twinge of irritation every time I read it, because it
implies that vision is the only sense birds have: but, as we will see,
nothing could be further from the truth. The expression comes
from a book on vertebrate vision published in 1943 by a French
ophthalmologist, André Rochon-Duvigneaud (1863–1952), for
whom the aphorism captured the essence of being a bird.
Of course, long before Rochon-Duvigneaud, almost everyone
who has written about birds has commented on their excellent
eyesight. The great French naturalist the Comte de Buffon, for
example, discussing the senses of birds in the 1790s, said: ‘We find
that of sight to be more extended, more acute, more accurate and
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more distinct in the birds in general, than in the quadrupeds’ and
‘A bird . . . that shoots swiftly through the air, must undoubtedly
see better than one which slowly describes a waving tract’ – meaning
a bird with a slower, more meandering flight.8 Then, in the early
nineteenth century, the ornithologist James Rennie wrote: ‘We
have ourselves more than once seen the osprey dash down from a
height of two or three hundred feet upon a fish of no considerable
size, and which a man could with difficulty have perceived at the
same distance’ and ‘The bottle tit [long-tailed tit] flits with great
quickness among the branches of trees, and finds on the very smooth
bark its particular food, where nothing is perceptible to the naked
eye, though insects can be detected there by the microscope.’9 In a
similar vein, there is an oft-repeated observation that an American
kestrel can detect a two-millimetre-long insect at a distance of 18
metres.10 Unsure about what that meant in terms of human vision,
I checked and, yes, at a distance of 18 m a two-millimetre-long
insect is completely invisible, and in fact did not become visible
until I had approached to within four metres – striking evidence of
the kestrel’s superior visual resolution.
While conducting my PhD on guillemots on Skomer Island I
constructed hides at various colonies to be able to watch their
behaviour at close range. One of my favourite hides was on the
north side of the island where, after an uncomfortable hands and
knees crawl, I could sit within a few metres of a group of guillemots.
There were about twenty pairs breeding on this particular cliff edge,
some of them facing out to sea as they incubated their single egg.
Being so close to the birds, I had the sense of being almost part of
the colony and had become familiar with all their displays and calls.
On one occasion a guillemot that was incubating suddenly stood up
and started to give the greeting call – even though its partner was
absent. I was puzzled by this behaviour, which seemed to be occurring completely out of context. I looked out to sea and visible, as
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little more than a dark blob, was a guillemot flying towards the
colony. As I watched, the bird on the cliff continued to call and
then, to my utter amazement, with a whirr of stalling wings, the
incoming bird alighted beside it. The two birds proceeded to greet
each other with evident enthusiasm. I could hardly believe that the
incubating bird had apparently seen – and recognised – its partner
several hundred metres away out at sea.11
How can we establish scientifically how good avian vision is?
There are two ways: by comparing the structure of their eyes with
that of other vertebrates, and by devising behavioural tests to establish how well birds can see.
From the Renaissance onwards, researchers interested in human
vision commonly studied the eyes of birds and other animals, and
over time a picture started to emerge. Not surprisingly, it was a
picture seriously biased by what was known about human vision.
Compared with mammals, birds have relatively large eyes. In
simple terms, a bigger eye means better vision, and excellent vision
is essential for avoiding collisions in flight, or for capturing fastmoving or camouflaged prey. Birds’ eyes, however, are deceptive
– they are bigger than they look. As William Harvey (famous for
discovering the circulation of blood) said in the mid-1600s, birds’
eyes ‘outwardly appear small, because excepting the pupils they are
wholly covered with skin and feathers’.12
As with many organs, the eyes of larger birds are generally bigger
than those of smaller ones – obviously. The smallest eyes are those
of hummingbirds, the largest are those of the ostrich. Those who
study eyes use the distance between the centre of the cornea and
lens to the retina at the back of the eye (the eye’s diameter) as a
measure of eye size. The ostrich’s eye has a diameter of 50 mm,
more than twice that of the human eye (24 mm). In fact, relative to
their body size, the eyes of birds are almost twice as large as those of
most mammals.13
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Frederick II was an astute observer and in his manuscript on
falconry, he commented: ‘Some birds have large eyes in comparison
with their bodies, some small, some of medium size.’14 The ostrich
may have the largest eye of any bird in absolute terms, but, for its
body size, it is actually smaller than we would expect. The largest
eyes relative to body size occur in eagles, falcons and owls. The
white-tailed sea eagle has an eye of 46-mm diameter – not far off that
of the ostrich (which is eighteen times heavier). At the other end of
the scale, the kiwi has tiny eyes, both absolutely (an eight-millimetre
diameter) and for its body size. To get some impression of just how
tiny the kiwi’s eyes are, the Australian brown thornbill (which weighs
a minuscule six grams) has an eye diameter of six millimetres. If
kiwis had eyes proportional to their body weight (which is about two
or three kilograms), their eyes would be 38 mm in diameter (similar
to a golf ball) – a huge difference. The kiwi’s eyes have been described
as ‘as degenerate as it is possible for an avian eye to be’.15
The size of eyes is important precisely because the larger the eye,
the larger the image on the retina. Imagine watching a 12-inch television compared with a 36-inch screen. Bigger eyes have more light
receptors in the same way that larger TV screens have more pixels,
and hence a better image.
Among diurnal birds, those that become active soon after dawn
have larger eyes than those that become active later after sunrise.
Shorebirds that forage at night have relatively large eyes, as do owls
and other nocturnal species. The kiwi, however, is an exception
among nocturnal birds, and, like those fish and amphibia that live
in the perpetual darkness of caves, seems to have virtually given up
vision in favour of its other senses.
The Australian wedge-tailed eagle has enormous eyes, both in
absolute terms and compared with most other birds, and as a result
has the greatest visual acuity of any known animal. Other birds
might benefit from the eagle’s acute vision, but eyes are heavy,
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fluid-filled structures, and the larger they are the less compatible
they are with flight. Flying birds are designed so that their weight is
distributed in such a way that it does not interfere too much with
flight. A heavy head is incompatible with flight and therefore sets an
upper limit on eye size. Flight, and the need for large eyes, may also
be responsible for the loss in birds of teeth, which have been replaced
by a powerful muscular stomach, the gizzard (which birds use to
grind up their food), located near the centre of gravity in the
abdomen.
For early researchers, vision posed many puzzles. One was why
we see only a single image, even though we have two eyes. After all,
with either eye we see a perfectly good image, but with both eyes
open we see just one image.
René Descartes identified another puzzle, noticing that on
cutting a square hole in the back of a bull’s eye (that is, in the
retina), and placing a piece of paper over the hole, the image
projected on to the paper – through the eye – was upside down.
Why, then, do we see images the right way up?
Writing about the eye in 1713, William Derham presented this
puzzle thus:
The glorious landskips [landscapes], and other objects that
present themselves to the eye, are manifestly painted on the
retina, and that not erect, but inverted as the laws of opticks
require . . . But now the question is, how in this case the eye
comes to see the objects erect?
He says that the Irish philosopher William Molyneux (1656–98) has
the answer: ‘The eye is only the organ or instrument, ’tis the soul
that sees by means of the eye.’16
If we allow the ‘soul’ to be the brain, or acknowledge that the eye
is merely an ‘instrument’, then Molyneux is correct. It is indeed the
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brain that sorts these things out, ‘seeing’ only a single ‘erect’ image.
Amazingly, we train ourselves to ‘reverse’ the inverse image on our
retinas. In a famous experiment conducted in 1961, Dr Irwin Moon
wore image-inverting spectacles that effectively turned the world
upside down. At first he found it horribly disorientating, but after
eight days of wearing the spectacles Dr Moon had adjusted and
‘saw’ the world the right way up again. To prove it, he drove his
motorbike and took his plane for a spin – without mishap. Moon’s
extreme experiment provided irrefutable evidence that we ‘see’ with
our brain rather than with our eyes.17
Although we tend to think of the brain as a discrete organ – a
lump of squidgy tissue – it is better to think of it as part of an elaborate network of nervous tissue that reaches out to every single part of
the body. Imagine the entire nervous system: the brain, the cranial
nerves emanating from it, the spinal cord, with its pairs of nerves
sprouting from each side, branching and branching again, becoming
finer and ever finer – dendritic is the word – with the various sense
organs at their tips. Information, gathered by the sense organs, the
eyes, the ears, the tongue and so on, including light, sound waves and
taste, is transformed into a common currency of electrical signals that
travel along the neurons to the brain, where they are decoded.
How does a duck, whose eyes are located on the sides of its head,
see the world: does it see one or two images? Does a tawny owl, whose
two enormous eyes face forwards like our own, see a single image as
we do? Graham Martin at the University of Birmingham, in the UK,
has spent many years measuring the 3-D visual fields of different bird
species, and identified three broad categories of visual field.
Type 1 is what the typical bird, such as blackbirds, robins and
warblers, sees: some forward view, excellent lateral vision, but (like
us) no vision behind them. Surprisingly, the majority of birds in
this group cannot see their own bill tip, but have just enough binocular vision to be able to feed their chicks and construct a nest.
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Type 2 includes birds like ducks and the woodcock, whose eyes
are high up on the sides of the head. They don’t have a great forward
view and most don’t need to see their bill tip because they rely on
other senses when feeding, but they do have panoramic vision,
above and behind – helping them detect potential predators.
Interestingly, the views from each eye barely overlap, so they probably see two separate images.
Type 3 birds are those such as owls with forward-facing eyes like
ourselves, which have no vision behind. Because we rely so much on
binocular vision for depth and distance perception, we automatically
assume that all other organisms benefit in the same way. Our reliance on binocular vision may be one reason we have endowed owls
with such symbolic significance, for they can look us in both eyes,
with both of their eyes. But looks can be deceptive, and in fact owls’
eyes are much more angled with respect to each other than they
appear, and their binocular overlap much smaller than our own. It
has often been thought that the forward-facing eyes of owls is an
adaptation to nocturnal living, but this isn’t so. Many owls are
nocturnal, of course, but having a Type 3 visual field is not tightly
associated with operating in the dark: oilbirds and nightjars are
nocturnal, yet they have a Type 2 visual field. Martin has an interesting suggestion for why the eyes of owls face forwards. He thinks that
it is associated with their need for very large eyes – associated with
flying around in poor light – which, together with the need for very
large external ear openings, means (as we’ll see in the next chapter)
that the only possible place in the skull is in a forward-facing position. ‘Where else could they go?’ he asks. The lack of space for both
eyes and ears (and brain) in the skull is illustrated by the fact that you
can see the back of an owl’s eyes through its ear openings!18
Readers of my generation educated in the UK in the 1960s will
remember having the basic structure of the human eye drummed
into them at school from an early age: a ball-shaped organ roughly
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2.5 cm in diameter; an opening (the iris) through which light enters;
a lens that projects on to the retina, a light-sensitive screen at the
back of the eye. Information from the retina is transmitted via a
network of nerves through the optic nerve to the visual centres of
the brain. We even dissected bulls’ eyes at what now seems like a
very tender age: I was hooked!
When researchers first started to look into the eyes of birds and
compare them with our own, they noticed a few striking differences. The first was that those of certain birds – like large owls – are
more elongated than our own. The great nineteenth-century ornithologist Alfred Newton (1829–1907) described the eyeball of a bird
as like ‘the tube of a short and thick opera glass’.19 The second
difference is that birds possess a translucent additional eyelid, whose
existence was known for centuries by everyone who kept birds.
Aristotle mentions it, as does Frederick II in his falconry manual:
‘for cleaning the eyeball there is provided a peculiar membrane that
is quickly drawn across its anterior surface and rapidly withdrawn’.20
The first formal description of this additional eyelid was – unexpectedly – of a cassowary, a gift to Louis XIV, that died in the
Versailles menagerie in 1671.21 John Ray and Francis Willughby in
their encyclopaedia of birds of 1678 say: ‘Most, if not all birds, have
a membrane of nictation . . . where withal they can at their pleasure
cover their eyes, though the eye-lids be open . . . and serves to wipe,
cleanse, and perchance moisten . . .’ The term nictitating membrane
comes from the Latin nictare, to blink. Our own nictitating
membrane is a mere remnant – the tiny pink nub in the inner
corner of our eye.22
A bird’s nictitating membrane lies under its other eyelid and is
most easily seen in photographs. If you have ever taken close-up
pictures of birds at the zoo I bet you have images in which the bird’s
eye seems to be milky or obscured in some way, even though it
looked all right as the picture was being taken. Usually the
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milkiness is caused by the nictitating membrane moving rapidly
across the eye, either horizontally or obliquely, in a movement
almost too quick to be seen, but readily captured by the camera. As
Frederick II recognised, the nictitating membrane’s function is to
clean the eye, but it also protects it. Each time a pigeon puts its head
down to peck at something on the ground, the nictitating membrane
moves across each eye to protect it from spiky leaves and grasses. In
raptors the membrane covers the eye immediately before the bird
slams into its prey, and in exactly the same way the membrane
covers the eye just before a plunging gannet hits the water.
The third difference between our eyes and those of birds is a
structure called the pecten. So-named because of its resemblance to
a comb (in Latin, pecten), the pecten seems to have been discovered
in 1676 by Claude Perrault (1613–88), one of the great anatomists of
the French Academy.23 The pecten is a very dark structure with a
pleated appearance, with the number of pleats varying between
three and thirty in different species. At one point ornithologists
hoped – as they had with so many other anatomical traits – that the
pecten might provide vital information about the relationships
between species. It didn’t. The pecten is, however, largest and most
complex in those birds with the most acute vision, like raptors.
Indeed, it was initially thought that the kiwi lacked a pecten altogether, but in the early 1900s Casey Wood found that it possessed a
small and very simple one.24
At first sight the pecten looks as though it would impede rather
than improve vision, sticking out like a large finger inside the rear
chamber of the eyeball. Yet, on closer inspection, anatomists –
including Casey Wood – realised that it is cunningly positioned so
that its shadow falls on the optic nerve – or blind spot of the retina
– and therefore does not interfere with vision. What is the pecten
for, and why don’t we have one? The pecten in birds seems to be to
provide the posterior chamber of the eye with oxygen and other
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nutrients. In contrast to humans and other mammals, there are no
blood vessels in the avian retina, and the pecten, which is a mass of
blood vessels, is little more than a clever oxygenation device – the
pleating maximising its surface area and thereby facilitating the
exchange of gases (oxygen in and carbon dioxide out) within the eye
– effectively allowing it to breathe.
The human fovea – the crucial spot on the back of the eye where
the image is sharpest – was discovered in 1791. Over the following
years foveas were found in a wide range of other animals, but it
wasn’t until 1872 that they were discovered in birds.25 Not long
afterwards it was noticed that, while the majority of birds have a
single circular fovea – as we do – some, like hummingbirds, kingfishers and swallows, as well as raptors and shrikes, have two.
Remarkably, a few species, including the domestic fowl, have no
fovea at all. Others have a linear fovea, and yet others have some
combination of the two. Many seabirds, including the Manx shearwater, have a linear, horizontal fovea whose function may be to
detect the horizon.
In birds like falcons, shrikes and kingfishers, the two foveas are
referred respectively to as the shallow and deep fovea.26 The shallow
fovea is like that in birds with only a single fovea and provides
monocular, and largely close-up, vision. The deep fovea, however,
which is directed at about 45o to the side of the head, comprises a
spherical depression in the retina that acts like a convex lens in a
telephoto lens, effectively increasing the length of the eye and
magnifying the image to provide very high resolution.27 The position of the deep fovea in the eye also means that raptors have a
degree of binocular vision, thought to be essential for judging the
distance of fast-moving prey.28 If you have observed captive birds of
prey, you will see that they often move their head from side to side
or up and down as they watch you approach. They do this because
they are alternating your image on their two foveas, the shallow one
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for close up, the deep one for distance. Compared with our eyes,
those of birds are relatively immobile in their sockets (space and
weight are limited, and the reduction of muscles needed to move the
eyes constitutes an important saving), so raptors and owls in particular have to move their head when they are scrutinising something.
The size and basic design of birds’ eyes can tell us only so much,
but the microscopic structure of the retina is more revealing. The
wonderful visual acuity of raptors is largely the result of a high
density of light-sensitive cells in the retina. The light-sensitive cells,
or photoreceptors, come in two main types: rods and cones. Rods
can be thought of as working like old-fashioned high-speed black
and white film – capable of detecting low levels of light. Cones, on
the other hand, are like low-speed (ISO) colour film (or a low ISO
setting on a digital camera) – high-definition and performing best
in bright light.
Our own single fovea is defined by a slight depression in the
retina where the density of cone photoreceptors is very high, and
where each photoreceptor has its own nerve cell sending information to the brain. Elsewhere in the eye each photoreceptor cell (i.e.
both rods and cones) shares nerve cells, rather like lots of people
having their computers connected to the internet via a single telephone line – frustratingly slow. The one-to-one relationship
between photoreceptor and nerve cells in the fovea means that each
cone sends an independent message to the brain, providing a signal
whose origin is more accurately located, and explains why the fovea
is the region of maximum resolution and colour imaging.
What a bird sees is dictated by the gross structure and size of the
eye, the density and distribution of photoreceptors in the retina,
and the way the brain processes the information transmitted
through the optic nerve. Although all three aspects are correlated,
any one of them on its own provides only a poor indication of a
bird’s visual sensitivity, or how much detail a bird can see.
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The raptor eye has excellent visual acuity – the ability to see fine
detail. The owl eye, on the other hand, has excellent sensitivity – the
ability to see at low light levels. No eye can do both, for the same
reason that a camera cannot simultaneously have a wide aperture
and a great depth of field. It is simply a law of physics. As vision
biologists Graham Martin and Dan Orsorio say: ‘There’s always a
trade-off between these two fundamental visual capacities [sensitivity and acuity]: if there are few quanta in the image [little visual
information because the light is poor] the resolution cannot be
high, and if the eye is designed to achieve high spatial resolution, it
cannot do it at low light levels.’29 Visual acuity depends on the basic
design of the eye, including its size (because this dictates the size of
image projected on to the retina), and the design of the retina itself.
The situation is analogous to a camera: the quality of lens determines the quality of the image, and the speed (grain) of the film (or
the ISO setting on a digital camera) determines the accuracy with
which the image is reproduced. Raptor retinas have a preponderance of cones, especially in each fovea, where the density is about
one million cones per square millimetre (compared with some
200,000 in humans). As a result, a raptor’s visual acuity is slightly
more than twice as good as our own.

Birds are among the most colourful of animals, which is, of course,
one reason we find them so appealing. One of the most brilliantly
coloured of South American birds (and there are many) is the
Andean cock-of-the-rock. The male has the most intensely red
body, a jet-black tail and outermost wing feathers, and unexpectedly silvery-white innermost wing feathers. So-named because it
nests among rocks on cliff ledges, and because of its cocky Mohicanlike crest, this pigeon-sized bird is a major draw to birdwatchers
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visiting Ecuador. The males display in groups, referred to as ‘leks’,
deep in the rainforest, and it was with a group of some fifteen or so
other birders that we made our way down a steep, slippery track
towards a display area. Long before we saw them, the birds
announced their presence with distinctive screeches, which the local
Quechua people render as youii.
From the viewing platform on the valley side, the birds were
surprisingly difficult to see. The vegetation was dense, and although
the males were actively chasing each other from tree to tree, they
came into view only occasionally and rarely remained long enough
in one place to register a satisfying image on my retina. I kept
willing them to perch in the sun so that I could see them properly.
Eventually when one did, it was stunning and put me in mind of a
fleck of glowing volcanic lava amidst a mass of green foliage.
The most memorable thing about my brief encounter with the
cock-of-the-rock was that, despite the birds’ brilliant colour, as
soon as they moved out of the sun they became almost invisible. It
was like watching an actor step from out of a spotlight into the
darkness, and disappear. This effect is no accident. Males choose
sunny display sites to maximise the wonderful effect of their
plumage. Evolution has designed these birds such that when illuminated by the sun they appear utterly brilliant, but in the shade, with
the light filtered through green forest vegetation, their plumage has
an almost drab quality, rendering the bird surprisingly well
camouflaged.
As I watched the males flitting from perch to perch in the dense
foliage, I wondered how the ornithological pioneers ever worked
out what was going on at the cock-of-the-rock lek: I didn’t see a
female, and consequently never saw the males in full courtship
mode. Local people had obviously known about the birds and their
leks for millennia, and used the males’ scarlet feathers in their
headdresses.
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The first description of a cock-of-the-rock lek came from Robert
Schomburgk, a geographer charged by Queen Victoria with the
daunting task of mapping British Guiana (now Guyana). On 8
February 1839, during a tough day of climbing as he crossed the
mountains between the Orinoco and the Amazon, Schomburgk and
his colleagues watched a group of ten males and two females: ‘The
space was four or five feet in diameter, and appeared to have been
cleared of every blade of grass and smoothed as though by human
hands. A male was capering to the apparent delight of the others.’ In
1841 Schomburgk’s brother, Richard, a botanist and ornithologist,
went back and confirmed Robert’s extraordinary observations. On
hearing the cries of the cock-of-the-rock, ‘My companions immediately sneaked with their weapons in its direction, when soon after
one of them returned and told me to follow him carefully and lightly.
We might have crept some thousand paces through the bush on our
hands and knees when . . . on crouching down quietly besides the
Indians, I witnessed the most interesting sight.’ A lek in all its glory,
with birds ‘uttering the most peculiar notes . . . one of the males was
cutting capers [dancing] on the smooth boulder; in proud consciousness of self it cocked and dropped its widespread tail and flapped its
likewise expanded wings . . . until it seemed exhausted, when it flew
back on the bush’.30
Like several other lekking bird species, male cock-of-the-rock
choose their display sites with great care. The satin bowerbird of
Australia selects sun spots, but some birds of paradise in New
Guinea and manakins in South America actually create their own
sun spot on the forest floor by pruning adjacent trees. It was once
thought that this ‘gardening’ was to minimise the risk of predation,
but as our understanding of avian vision improved, it became clear
that the birds were manipulating the background colour to maximise the visual contrast of their plumage and the overall effectiveness
of their sexual displays.
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I was thrilled by the sight of male cock-of-the-rock and their brilliant colour in the sun, but I wondered whether a female would see
them as I did. In fact, as we’ll see, females see them even more
brilliantly.
As Darwin recognised, the bright colours of male birds, like
those of the cock-of-the-rock, were unlikely to have evolved because
they enhanced survival. Instead, such traits must have evolved
because they increased reproductive success. Darwin imagined this
happening in one of two ways: either males competing among
themselves for females, or females preferentially mating with the
most attractive males. It was an ingenious idea and neatly accounts
for what are often dramatic differences in appearance and behaviour of the two sexes. Darwin called it sexual selection, to distinguish
it from natural selection, recognising that even if bright plumage or
loud songs rendered males more vulnerable to predators, if they
were attractive enough to females and left enough descendants, they
would still be favoured by selection. There were problems, though,
especially with the second process, of female choice. Darwin’s
contemporaries simply couldn’t imagine that females (human or
non-human) were smart enough to make such informed choices.
But by imagining that such choice required consciousness, they
missed the point. A more serious problem was one raised by Alfred
Russel Wallace, who pointed out to Darwin that he had not said
how females benefitted from mating with particularly attractive
males. Indeed, Darwin did not know.
These two objections effectively killed off the study of sexual
selection, and in the several decades following Darwin’s death few
researchers bothered to pursue it. Remarkably, it was not until a
major shift in evolutionary thinking in the 1970s that female choice
became scientifically respectable again. The turning point was the
recognition that selection operated on individuals rather than
groups or entire species, and that as a consequence females could
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benefit in several different ways by choosing to mate with particular
males. In the case of species like the cock-of-the-rock, where males
make no material contribution to offspring other than through
their sperm, the most likely benefits females obtain from choosing
particular males is the acquisition of better genes for their offspring.31
To understand how females choose between different males,
researchers in the last decade or so have started to consider the avian
sensory system. In the case of the cock-of-the-rock one would need
to see the world – or to see males at least – through a female’s eyes.
While we cannot do this literally, we now know enough about how
birds’ eyes work to be able to make a well-informed guess, simply
(well, not so simply, actually) by looking at the microscopic structure of their eyes. The reason why this has been such a major step
forward is that we now know that colour is a property of both an
object, such as a bird or a feather, and of the perceiver’s nervous
system that analyses its image thrown upon the retina. Beauty is,
indeed, partly in the eye of the beholder: in fact, in the brain of the
beholder, for that’s where images are processed. Without knowing
about the nervous system we cannot really grasp how birds might
‘see’ each other, or, indeed, how they see the environment in which
they live. It has taken a surprisingly long time to realise this, and as
Innes Cuthill at the University of Bristol, in the UK, has said, while
we readily accept that a dog has a much better sense of smell than
we do, we have been incredibly reluctant to accept that birds, or any
animals, see the world differently from ourselves.
Let’s consider the photoreceptors (cones) in the retina responsible for colour. Humans have three types, defined by the colour of
the light they absorb: red, green and blue. These are directly equivalent to the three colour ‘channels’ on a television or video camera,
which in combination produce what we consider to be the full spectrum of colour. Compared with most mammals, humans and
primates have relatively good colour vision, because most others
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– including dogs – have only two cone types, which must be like
having only two (instead of three) colour channels on a television.
However good we (arrogantly) think our colour vision is, compared
with that of birds it is rather poor because they have four singlecone types: red, green, blue and ultraviolet (UV). Not only do birds
have more types of cone than ourselves, they have more of them.
What’s more, birds’ cone cells contain a coloured oil droplet, which
may allow them to distinguish even more colours.
The UV cone type in birds was discovered only in the 1970s.
Prior to that, UV vision had been known in insects since the 1880s
when Darwin’s neighbour John Lubbock noticed it in ants. Just a
few decades later biologists discovered that honeybees use UV
vision to discriminate between flowers. In the mid-twentieth
century UV vision was assumed to be limited to insects, providing
them with a private communication channel invisible to predators
like birds.
This was wrong, and a study of pigeons in the 1970s showed that
they were sensitive to UV light. It is now known that many birds,
probably most,32 have some degree of UV vision that they use to
find both food and partners. The berries that some birds feed on
have a UV bloom; and European kestrels can track their vole prey
from the UV reflecting off the voles’ urine trails. The plumage (or
parts of it) in hummingbirds, European starlings, American goldfinches and blue grosbeaks reflect UV light and often more markedly
in males than females. In some species, like the blue grosbeak, the
degree of UV reflectance also reflects male quality, so it is little
wonder that females use this aspect of plumage to discriminate
between potential partners.33
Most owls are nocturnal. Good night vision is therefore essential, mainly for negotiating obstacles rather than locating prey, since
owls hunt mainly using their ears. The key issue for nocturnal owls
is the sensitivity of their eyes. To establish the minimum amount of
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light they can detect, Graham Martin conducted some behavioural
tests with tame tawny owls – one of only a handful of species for
which such information currently exists. Over several months, the
owls were trained to peck at a bar positioned in front of two screens
through which lights of different intensity were projected. The
birds were rewarded with a bit of food if they detected the light.
Martin used exactly the same procedure (but without the food
reward) with human subjects so that he could make a direct comparison. As we might expect, the owls were more sensitive than the
human subjects and on average could detect much lower light levels
than most humans, although a few human subjects were more
sensitive than the owls.34
The eyes of a tawny owl are enormous compared with those of
most other birds, and in terms of their focal length they are remarkably similar to the human eye (they both have a diameter of about
17 mm). However, because the owl’s pupil is larger (13 mm in diameter) than a human’s (8 mm), it lets in more light, and the image on
the owl’s retina is more than twice as bright as it is in humans –
accounting for the difference in visual sensitivity. Tawny owls are
woodland birds and Martin checked whether there were ever conditions when there would be insufficient light for them to operate
efficiently. He found, not surprisingly, that under most circumstances there was sufficient light and only when the owls were under
a dense tree canopy on a moonless night would they struggle to see
clearly.
Comparisons with a bird that is strictly diurnal, the pigeon, for
example, shows that the tawny owl’s sensitivity to light is about a
hundred times that of the pigeon. That is, owls see much better in
poor light than pigeons, and this explains how owls function so well
at night. In full daylight, both the pigeon and tawny owl have
similar levels of visual acuity, confirming that, contrary to what
some people believe, tawny owls are at no disadvantage in daylight.
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Because the owl’s eyes are designed for maximum sensitivity rather
than resolution they can see quite well at low light levels, but not
very crisply. By comparison, the spatial resolution – the ability to
discriminate fine detail – of diurnal raptors such as the American
kestrel and the Australian brown falcon, is five times greater than
that of the tawny owl.35

The fact that birds use their right and left eyes for different tasks is
one of the most extraordinary ornithological discoveries of recent
times. As in humans, a bird’s brain is divided into two hemispheres,
right and left. Because of the way the nerves are arranged, the left half
of the brain processes information from the right side of the body,
and vice versa. That different sides of the brain deal with different
types of information was first recognised in the 1860s by the French
physician Pierre Broca, after examining a man with a speech defect
and whose subsequent autopsy revealed that the left hemisphere of
his brain was severely damaged – as a result of syphilis. A gradual
accumulation of similar cases confirmed that the left and right hemispheres of the brain do indeed process different kinds of information.
The effect is called ‘lateralisation’ – meaning ‘sidedness’ – and for a
century or so was thought to be unique to humans. But in the early
1970s, during a study of how canaries acquire their song, it was
discovered that birds, too, have a ‘lateralised brain’. In canaries and
other birds, their song emanates from the syrinx, a structure similar to
our voice box. Fernando Nottebohm found that the nerves on the left
side of the canary’s syrinx (and hence the right side of the brain) had
no role in song production, whereas those of the right did – providing
an important clue that song acquisition in birds, like human language,
was more dependent on one side of the brain than the other.
Subsequent research confirmed that this was exactly the case.36
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More than that, birds have continued to play a central role in
understanding brain lateralisation and it is now recognised that
sidedness in brain function enhances the processing of information,
effectively allowing individuals to use several sources of information
simultaneously.
Sidedness can be apparent into two different ways. First, in terms
of the individual: humans, parrots and some other animals can
exhibit sidedness, being either left- or right-handed or -footed
(parrots). Second, entire species can exhibit sidedness, as in domestic
fowl, which, as we’ll see, typically use their left eye to scan for aerial
predators.37
Humans are, of course, typically right- or left-handed; we also
tend to have a dominant eye – in about 75 per cent of people it is
the right eye – although we are not usually aware of using our eyes
differentially. Yet in those birds whose eyes are placed ‘laterally’,
that is, on the side of the head, the two eyes are used for different
tasks. Day-old chicks of the domestic fowl, for example, tend to use
their right eye for close-up activities like feeding and the left eye for
more distant activities such as scanning for predators. What’s more,
an ingenious behavioural test, in which one eye is temporarily
covered with a patch, reveals that birds perform certain tasks much
better with one eye than the other, including tits and European jays
remembering where they’ve hidden food.38
We even know how this differential use of each eye arises in
birds. The leading researcher on lateralisation in birds, Australian
Lesley Rogers, had often wondered how the phenomenon arose.
Lesley told me this:
All of my colleagues assumed it was determined genetically
but I was not so sure. Then, one day [in 1980] I was looking
at photos of the chick embryo and noticed that, during the
final days of incubation, the embryo turns its head to its left
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side so that it occludes [covers] its left eye but not its right eye.
That gave me the idea that light reaching the right eye via the
shell and membranes might establish visual lateralization.
Therefore, I compared eggs incubated in darkness with those
exposed to light for the last few days of incubation and showed
that my idea was correct. Later I showed that you can even
reverse the direction of lateralization by removing the latestage embryo’s head from the egg and occluding the right eye
while exposing the left to light.39
It is remarkable that the difference in the amount of light each eye
receives during normal embryonic development (left: rather little;
right: much more) determines the subsequent role of each eye. The
chicks hatching from eggs that have been experimentally allowed to
develop in complete darkness (so that there is no right-left bias in the
amount of light each eye receives) show no such difference in eye use
once they hatch. What’s more, those chicks were less competent at
performing two tasks simultaneously (detecting predators and finding food) than chicks hatching from eggs incubated normally.40
This remarkable discovery has enormous and as yet unexplored
implications. Imagine a hole-nesting species which sometimes nests
in deep, totally dark cavities, but occasionally nests in a shallow,
light-filled cavity. In the first case there would be no opportunity
for lateralisation, whereas in the second there would, and as a consequence the offspring would be of better ‘quality’ – because they
would be more competent. If this is true, then differences in the
environment in which they were raised could explain a lot about
individual differences in behaviour and personality in birds. We
might almost expect individuals to advertise – through display –
how lateralised they are, since highly lateralised, more competent
individuals will inevitably make better partners. A wonderful
project for a budding ornithologist!
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This bias in the role of each eye is difficult for us to imagine, but
it may occur in all birds, albeit in different ways. Domestic fowl
chicks, for example, use their left eye to approach their parent. Male
black-winged stilts are more likely to direct courtship displays
towards females seen with their left eye than with their right. The
wrybill, a New Zealand plover, is unique among birds in having its
bill curved laterally to the right, which it uses to flip over stones as
it searches for invertebrates – either because the right eye is better
for close-range foraging or because the left is better for spotting
potential predators, or both. When peregrine falcons are hunting
they home in on their prey in a wide arc, rather than in a straight
line, and mainly use their right eye.41 New Caledonian crows,
famous for their construction of tools – making hooks from palm
leaves – show a strong individual bias towards making tools from
either the right or left side of leaves. Similarly, when actually using
these tools to hook prey out of crevices they show an individual
preference for their left or right side, but no bias exists towards left
or right in the population as a whole.42
Given how widespread sidedness is, it is natural to assume that it
has a function. And indeed it has. Intriguingly, the more biased the
sidedness is (at both individual and species level), the more proficient those individuals are at particular tasks. It has been known for
centuries that parrots consistently prefer to use one foot to grasp
food or other objects. The more biased parrots are towards using
one particular foot (and it doesn’t matter whether this is the left or
the right) the better they are at solving tricky problems – like how
to pull up a food reward dangling from the end of a string. The
same thing is true of fowl chicks – those with strong sidedness are
much better at foraging (discriminating between food grains and
gravel) and keeping an eye open for predators in the sky.43
We’ll end this chapter by looking at how and why some birds are
apparently able to sleep while still looking at the world through one
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eye. This ability was recognised as long ago as the fourteenth century
when Geoffrey Chaucer in The Canterbury Tales (1386) wrote:
‘. . . smale fowles . . . slepen [sleep] at the night with open ye . . .’
Sleeping with one eye open is something we now know birds share
with marine mammals (which need to return to the surface to
breathe), but certainly not with us.44 It is not even true of all birds,
and so far it is known that songbirds, ducks, falcons and gulls can
sleep with one eye open, but a complete survey has yet to be undertaken. One-eyed-sleep is easiest to see in ducks roosting during the
day beside urban ponds: with its head turned back towards the wing
(often incorrectly described as ‘with its head under its wing’), the
bird has one eye facing inwards towards its back and concealed, the
other eye looking outwards and opening from time to time.
As you will probably have guessed, a bird sleeping with its right
eye open is resting the right hemisphere of its brain (since information from the right eye is processed in the left hemisphere and vice
versa), and there are two circumstances in which the ability to sleep
with an eye open is incredibly useful. The first is when there is a
predator about. Ducks, chickens and gulls often sleep on the ground
and are vulnerable to predators like foxes, so it pays to keep one eye
open. A study of mallard ducks showed that individuals sleeping in
the centre of a group (where it is relatively safe) spent much less
time with an eye open than those on the edge (where they are more
vulnerable to predators), and that ducks on the edge of the group
were more likely to open the eye facing outwards from the group in
the direction from which a predator might approach.45
The second circumstance in which it is extremely useful for birds
to keep an eye open is when they sleep on the wing – that is, while
flying. The idea that birds might sleep and fly simultaneously once
seemed ludicrous, but was considered more than just a possibility
by the ornithologist David Lack when he was studying European
swifts. He and others noticed swifts ascending into the sky at dusk
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and not returning until the following morning, and inferred that
they must sleep on the wing. More convincingly, a French airman
on a special nocturnal operation during the First World War
reported that, as he glided down across enemy lines with his engine
off, at an altitude of around 10,000 ft: ‘We suddenly found ourselves
among a strange flight of birds which seemed to be motionless . . . they were widely scattered and only a few yards below the
aircraft showing up against a white sea of cloud underneath.’
Remarkably, two birds were caught and identified as swifts. Of
course, neither Lack nor the French airman noticed whether their
sleeping swifts had one eye open, but it is a possibility. Glaucouswinged gulls in North America, however, have been seen flying to
their roosts with only one eye open, suggesting that they are already
sleeping before even reaching the roost.46
Rather than end this chapter on a sleepy note, I want to finish on
something a bit more dynamic – the extraordinarily rapid flight of
certain birds. Think of a descending swift; or the way a hummingbird
zips from one bloom to another; or the way a sparrowhawk or sharpshinned hawk hurtles among the branches after its prey. Such high-speed
movements must require high-speed brain function, and I’ve often
wondered how birds do it. Perhaps we shouldn’t be too surprised that
birds have this ability since insects, whose brains are much smaller and
whose vision is much less sharp, manage extremely well.
The closest we can come to imagining what it is like to process
information as rapidly as a hummingbird or a hawk is the sensation
of time slowing down that occurs during a near-death experience.
Over the years I have had a few near-death experiences while doing
fieldwork, and I imagine many readers will have had, like me, the
same sensation during traffic accidents. As you slam on the brakes
and slide inexorably towards another vehicle or a tree, it is as if your
brain is taking in every detail and each second is drawn out until it
feels ten times longer than it really is.
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The bizarre thing is that, while this provides a convenient way
for us to imagine what it is like to be a fast-moving bird, psychologists now realise that the sensation of time slowing down in
near-death situations is an illusion. It is a quirk of our memory:
scary events are remembered in great detail, so we perceive a slowing
down of time only after the event. The hummingbird or accipiter,
of course, experience events in real time.47
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